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APPROXIMATELY NORMAL FUNCION ALGEBRAS 
WHICH ARE LOCAL 
Wesley KOTZ£ 
Abstract: A function algebra is called local if con-
tinuous functions which belong locally to the function al-
gebra actually belong to the algebra. It has long been 
known that all normal function algebras are local. The cor-
responding question is not fully answered for approximate-
ly normal function algebras. We show here that not only 
are all approximately normal analytic function algebras 
local, but also approximately normal function algebras 
which are integral domains. 
Key words: Function algebras (approximately normal, 
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Classification: 46J10 
1. Definitions. A function algebra A is a subalgebra 
of G(X) [the algebra of all complex-valued continuous func-
tions on a compact Hausdorff space XI, which is uniformly 
closed, contains the constant functions, and separates 
points. 
A function algebra A is normal on X if for every pair 
of disjoint closed subsets F-, and Fp on X an f e A exists 
such that f = 0 on F-j and f - 1 on Pj* 
A function algebra A is approximately normal on X if 
for every pair of disjoint closed subsets F-. and Fp of X, 
and for every 6 > 0, there exists an f e A such that 
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If (x) I -< e on F..̂  and ll - f(x)) -* e, on F2. 
A function algebra A is analytic on X if every func-
tion in A which vanishes on a non-empty open subset of X, 
vanishes identically. 
A function algebra A is an integral domain if feA, 
geA, f^O, g # 0 imply that fg#0. 
A function algebra A is anti-symmetric on X if feA 
and f real-valued on X imply that f is a constant on X. 
It can easily be shown that for a function algebra A 
on X, the following implications hold: 
A is analytic =-> A is an integral domain ~=& A is anti-
symmetric. 
A function fe C(X) belongs locally to a function algeb-
ra A if for every xeX. there exists a neighbourhood U of 
x and g x € A such that f(x) = g (x) on U ; or by virtue of 
the compactness of X, f belongs locally to A if and only if 
there exists a finite open cover U . , , ^ ,... fU of X and 
gl'fi2,**# , g n e A sucn tnat f ^ ~ gi^ x* on ui> isl««»n (i.e. 
A function algebra is local if it contains every func-
tion belonging locally to A. 
The notion of an f 6 C(X) which is locally approximable 
by a function algebra A is defined in the analogous way: 
if for every x c X there exists a neighbourhood Ux of x such 
that f j-j 6 (Ai-j )"*, the closure of the restriction of A to 
x x 
M. Krein proved Cl] that all normal function algebras 
are local, and D. Wilken £33 extended this result by show-
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ing that a function locally approximable by a normal func-
tion algebra A is in A. It is also known through counterex-
amples (see e.g. C3]) that a function locality approximable 
by an approximately normal function algebra A is not neces-
sarily in A. 
The question as to whether approximately normal func-
tion algebras are local has so far only been partiality an-
swered (see e.g. [2]). In this paper we pursue this ques-
tion. 
2. The following result by Wilken [33 is fundamental 
to our subsequent arguments: 
2.1. Lemma. Let A be an approximately normal function 
algebra on X. Let f eC(X) and X = U-^ U2, Ux and U2 open 
and f(x) = gi(x) on \5^ (i=l,2), g ^ A; then f e A. 
We conclude that approximately normal analytic, integ-
ral domain and anti-symmetric function algebras can only 
occur on connected spaces: 
2.2. Proposition. If A is an approximately normal an-
ti-symmetric function algebra on X, then X is connected. 
Proof. Suppose X is disconnected, i.e. there exists a 
proper subset S of X which is both open and closed. 
The function h = f 0 on S 
l l o n X s S 
is continuous on X anl by Lemma 2.1 belongs to A. This is 
however not possible since the only real-valued functions 
in an anti-symmetric function algebra are the constants. 
Thus X must be connected. 
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^•3* Theorem. An analytic function algebra A on a con-
nected space X is local. 
Proof. If fe C(X) belongs locally to the function al-
gebra A, we have U-.,...fU an open cover of X and g^f... 
...fgn6A such that f(x) = g^tx) on U^. Since X ia connect-
ed every U. intersecte at least one other U.; moreover we 
have, after possible re-labelling that Un^iUg+tf *&& gene-
rally (U1u...uU.)nU.+14-0 for i=l,...fn-l. Since A is 
analytic this gives that g^sggS.-.sgjj. Thus f(x) = g^(x) 
on X and so fcA. 
2.4. Corollary. An approximately normal analytic func-
tion algebra is local. 
This follows immediately from Proposition 2.2 and Theo-
rem 2.3. 
A generalization of Corollary 2.4 is given by the fol-
lowing Ineorem - a result which Wells proved C23 for the 
case when X is the unit circle in the complex plane. 
2.5. Theorem. An approximately normal function algeb-
ra which is an integral domain is local. 
Proof. Suppose that f €. C(X) belongs locally to A but 
ia not in A. So we have an open cover U^,...,^ of X and 
associated g1,.^.fgn€ A with f(x) = g.^(x) on U^. Since, by 
Proposition 2.2, X is connected, every U^ intersectd at 
leaat one other U.. Put W. s{x§X;f(x) = g.(x)J. 
J X X 
Then U^c W? and {V^; i=l,...,n] will cover X. (In fact 
4W?; i=l,...,n} will cover X.) Let V-if»fVm be the minimal 
aubcover of the cover 4w^; i=l,...,nl; alao minimal in the 
sense that if W.n W-4-0 and g. = g. on W4 n W.f then W. u W. 
XJ X J X J X J 
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is to be labelled a V.̂ . Let g^,...,^ be the elements of A 
as9ociated with the V-j,...,^ so that f(x) = g^Cx) on Vi. 
In view of the assumption that f£ A, i22. (If we also ta-
ke Lemma 2.1 into consideration we conclude that m2r3.) 
Then consider the function 
f 1 -= ( 0 onV 2u...uV m 
1 (2 gl " ̂ ll)(gl ~ Si2)*#*(gl " glk * o n Vl 
1 
I on XNO^ (jfx - afu)(afi - £ i 2 ) — ( g i - ? i k } o n v i 
where 01 - V^s (V-^u ...uV^ ) = V-^N (V2U ... uVJ 
= X \(V2 u... uV m). 
0-, is open and non-empty by virtue of the minimal property 
of the cover vif**>vm« Furthermore 0-̂ c v£ and 
X \ ü x = (X\C >1>° 
= (V2u V 3 u . ••̂ v° 
o (V°u V ° u . • • ^ 
hence (XX^luVj = X. 
So f-jC C(X) and is not identically zero by the const-
ruction of the Vi. By Lemma 2.1, f^A, 
Define similarly 
f2 = f ° °
n (\u • ••uVm) \V 1 1 
UÍ ( g l l - g l l l ) C g l l - £ i i 2 ) - - - ( 3 i l - g H k l : i ) on V1]L 
where the v m » v n 2 > • • • >vnjr which are assoc iated with the 
g l l l , g 1 1 2 ' # ' , , g l l k a r e t n o s e v i (other than V ^ ) which 
i n t e r s e c t V1;L. (One of them w i l l of course be V-,.) As i n the 
case of f . p f g t A and i s not i d e n t i c a l l y zero. However 
*1*2 = 0 # T n i 3 c o n t r a d i c t s the fac t that A i s an in tegra l 
domain. 
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The question remains as to whether Uieorem 2.5 can be 
extended to anti-symmetric function algebras. Even if it 
could only be proved that an anti-symmetric function algeb-
/ 
ra with maximal ideal space the unit circle (such an algebra 
is approximately normal on the unit circle) is local, we 
could conclude from a result by Wells ("A function algebra 
with maximal ideal space the unit circle is either anti-sym-
metric or local", see £2]]) that any function algebra with 
maximal ideal space the unit circle is local - a statement 
which is true if the maximal ideal space is the unit inter-
val. This will be in agreement with the old conjecture (ori-
ginated by Gelfand in 1957) that the only function algebra 
with maximal ideal space the unit circle or interval is the 
uniform algebra of all continuous functions on the circle 
(respectively interval) itself. 
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